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Abstract—In millimeter-wave communications, beamforming
is a new enabling technology for the next generations (5G)
new radio (NR) system which requires beam sweeping for
transmission and receptions. Generally, users in the network are
informed about the incoming services, new or updated system
information by a procedure called Paging. This procedure is
triggered by the network to request and establish signaling
connection with the user equipment (UE). In 5G NR, the next
generation NodeB (gNB) transmits paging messages on different
beams to notify the target UE on discrete time slots. Since,
the paging is transmitted using beam sweeping, the overhead of
paging transmission will expand to multiple time slots limiting
the resource in paging occasion. Additionally, on the other hand,
the UE will also need wake up increased number of time to
monitor the paging occasion, which directly influences the energy
consumption of UE. In this paper, we propose an efficient beam
sweeping paging mechanism taking beam sweeping overhead and
UE energy consumption into consideration. Our mathematical
analysis and simulation experiments show that the proposed
scheme can enhance the energy saving efficiency while reducing
the paging sweeping beam overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave (mmWave) has been recognized as a

promising candidate for next generation wireless communi-

cation systems [1]. The use of large number of antennas in

mmWave systems leads to an equally large number of RF

chains. This results in unaffordable energy consumption, as the

energy consumption of RF chain is high at mmWave frequen-

cies [2]. Hence, the energy consumption for user equipment

(UE) is a crucial problem in 5G mmWave communications. In

order to reduce the power consumption and prolong the battery

life of a UE, a discontinuous reception (DRX) mechanism is

specified in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)

standard [3]. If no data transmission is scheduled to an UE,

the evolved NodeB (eNB) coordinates with the UE to enable

DRX operation by radio resource control (RRC), thus UE

leave CONNECTED state and go to sleep. Since the UE sleeps

when it is not scheduled for data transmission, the energy

consumption of UE can be reduced.

In long term evolution (LTE), when DRX is configured,

the UE periodically wakes up in the paging occasion (PO)

of paging frame (PF) to read the physical downlink control

channel (PDCCH). Since the next generation NodeB (gNB)

would be equipped with directional antennas to counteract the

high free-space loss in mmWave [4], the 3GPP has specified

that the PO can consist of multiple time slots and paging

can be transmitted by beam sweeping [5]. Thus, in order to

receive the paging transmitted using beam sweeping, UE has to

monitor increased number of time slots. As a result, this will

directly influence the UE power consumption. On the other

hand, the gNB also need to transmit same paging in each

direction with different beams in discrete time slots. Subse-

quently, this additional beam sweeping cause large overhead

for the gNB. The paging mechanism of mmWave 5G using

beam sweeping is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of paging transmission using beam sweeping in PO. The
total number of beams is eight.

In LTE cellular systems, UEs are configured with two RRC

states, i) IDLE and ii) CONNECTED [6]. The two states of

LTE shall be not comprehensive enough to satisfy the delay

requirement of fast packet access and efficient power saving in

5G New Radio (NR) systems. Thus, 5G NR technology has

introduced a new RRC state called INACTIVE to meet the

requirement of 5G services. The UE paging in INACTIVE

state can initiated by radio access network (RAN) or core

network (CN). In contrast, the UE paging in IDLE state can

only be initiated by the CN. [7]. Additionally, the UE context

in INACTIVE state is not released while the UE context in

IDLE state is released. Thus, the paging mechanism need to

be redesigned for the UE in INACTIVE state for NR.

In this paper, we investigate the beam sweeping paging

mechanism and its challenges for mmWave systems. To deal

with beam sweeping overhead for paging based on beam-

forming technique, we propose an efficient beam sweeping

paging mechanism by incorporating the total beam sweeping

and selected beam sweeping for the UEs in INACTIVE state.

This approach minimize the paging sweeping beams subject to

paging delay as the constraint. We evaluate the performance of

the proposed efficient beam sweeping paging by mathematical

analysis and simulation of realistic channel model.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Several works have been investigated the paging operation

in UMTS evolution and LTE [8] [9]. However, in the literature,

there has been very limited discussion on NR paging. The

author in [7] proposed a hybrid paging scheme incorporating

RAN and CN initiated paging for RRC INACTIVE state

UE. Nonetheless, the paging scheme deals with only cell

paging but not considers directional beam sweeping which

is a enabling factor for mmWave systems. The author in [3]

modeled the beam sweeping DRX mechanism for mmWave,

but they assume simple total beam sweeping for paging.

The standardization body for mobile networks, 3GPP started

discussion on paging operation in NR during RAN2 Adhoc.

The lesson learned during the discussion of RRC states in NR

further progressed the RRC states design in NR through beam

sweeping [10].

The focus in 3GPP discussion on paging operation in NR

is mostly addressed the new RRC state i.e. INACTIVE state

and required beam sweeping operation. The author in [11],

discussed the NR paging mechanism in the high frequency sce-

nario based on 3GPP RAN1’s agreements. As the transmission

and reception of paging information will be performed through

beam sweeping, it leads to sweeping overhead which must

be addressed. The author in [5], discussed issues, particularly,

related to paging transmission and reception with beamformed

paging operation. During paging operation, it is also important

to determine how the paging occasions are to be calculated and

assigned over time through subframes.

III. PROPOSED EFFICIENT BEAM SWEEPING PAGING

The 3GPP provides a framework for allocating paging

transmission in different time slot on different beam. There

are several ways to allocate paging transmissions. A naive

way is to apply total beam sweeping, nevertheless, it is not

efficient. Therefor, we proposed an Efficient Beam Sweeping

Paging mechanism that effectively reduces the paging sweep-

ing beams and required number of time slots based on UE

assisted feedback. Our proposed mechanism incorporates two

part as Full Paging and Fast Paging. In Full Paging, the

paging is transmitted in all directions using beam sweeping.

In contrast, in Fast Paging, the paging is transmitted only on

some selected beams and directions.

A. Main Idea

In 5G, as there may be multiple device types e.g. general

UE which performs normal data transmission and delay-

sensitive UE which performs some mission critical operation;

which require different paging delay. We assume, the different

UE type can select appropriate DRX cycle length. In our

mechanism, the delay-sensitive UE reports the receiving beam

details to the gNB after it receives paging indication in Full

Paging. Since the UE context will not be released for UE

in INACTIVE state, the gNB stores the beam information

for delay-sensitive UEs. In contrast, the general UEs do not

required to report the receiving beam information to the gNB.

For delay-sensitive UEs, the gNB use short paging cycle to

perform Fast Paging by transmitting only on selected beams.

In contrast, for the general UEs, the gNB use long paging

cycle to perform Full Paging by sweeping all the beams.

Full Paging Period

Fast Paging Period

…

Full Paging Frame

Fast Paging Frame

Time

Fig. 2. Illustration of Efficient Beam Sweeping Paging, this example shows
that the period of Full Paging cycle is four times of which of Fast Paging

cycle and the number of beams to transmit paging in Fast Paging is five.

An example of the proposed mechanism is illustrated in

Fig. 2. As illustrated in the figure, the Full Paging and Fast

Paging compose Efficient Beam Sweeping Paging. The key

idea is that one or many PFs of Fast Paging between the PFs

of Full Paging, so as to reduce the beam sweeping overhead

over Full Paging. The detailed explanation is presented in the

following subsection.

1) Full Paging: In Full Paging, the gNB performs paging

beam sweeping using all beams in all directions of the cell.

This beam sweeping pages general UEs with long DRX cycle

as well as delay-sensitive UEs with short DRX cycle. This

paging triggers the delay-sensitive UEs for beam reporting

and can be used to broadcast system information update by

gNB. Note that, the gNB transmits paging indication on each

beam, and then all the UEs including delay-sensitive UEs and

general UEs will receive paging indication in PDCCH and

check whether or not the UE identity is in the list of paging

message on PDSCH. Also, delay-sensitive UEs monitor paging

indication beam sweeping to check if any change of associate

beam. If delay-sensitive UEs find any change of associate

beam, then the UE reports the new received paging beam

information to the gNB. This beam information is utilized in

Fast Paging.

2) Fast Paging: In Fast Paging, gNB transmits paging only

on recorded beams which will reach the delay-sensitive UEs.

These recorded beam information is updated from UE beam

reporting during the Full Paging. In our proposed mechanism,

only delay-sensitive UEs wakes up to monitor the paging

indication in Fast Paging PF. For instance, in the example

of Fig. 2, the gNB spend eight time slots sweeping all eight

beams to transmit paging in the PO of the first radio frame

which is the paging frame. The delay-sensitive UEs monitor

all eight time slots of beam sweeping in this PO and realize

each of them is on which beam. Then, each of them reports

received paging beams, beam 2, beam 4, beam 5, beam 6 and

beam 7 to the gNB. The gNB then realizes only this five beams



associate with delay-sensitive UEs and transmits only this five

beams in each following three PF of Fast Paging. Hence, the

gNB only spend five time slots in each PO of Fast Paging. By

incorporating Fast Paging in the paging mechanism, it not only

reduces paging sweeping beams but also saves the general UE

power to monitor paging occasion (PO).

B. Analytic Modeling

We provide an analytic model to give insight into the

performance of the proposed paging mechanism. First, we

will develop the mathematical formulation of paging delay of

delay-sensitive UE; second, we will formulate the optimization

problem of minimizing paging sweeping beams subjecting to

paging delay of delay-sensitive UE. Let tr be beam residence

time that represent the time in which UE stays in a beam’s

coverage. We assume that the beam residence time in each

beam are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random

variables, and then the number of times that UE changes beam

is a renewal process.

Full Paging Full Paging

UE enters beam 1 UE enters beam 2

Full Paging Period T2

The excess of beam residence time t
e

Beam residence time t
r

Fast Paging 

Period T1T1 T1 T1

Fig. 3. The timeline of paging

We calculate the excess of beam residence time at time

of Full Paging. The excess life of a renewal process at time

of Full Paging is the time from time of Full Paging until

the next renewal [12]. That is, the time te between time of

Full Paging and UE changing beam. An example of paging

timeline is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this example, the UE first

enters beam 1 coverage and stays in beam 1 coverage for

beam residence time tr until it leaves beam 1 coverage and

enters beam 2 coverage. The excess of beam residence time

is the time during which UE stays in the same beam after

Full Paging. The length of time between two Fast Paging is

T1, and the length of time between two Full Paging is T2. In

other word, Fast Paging is transmited periodically with period

T1 and Full Paging is transmited periodically with period T2.

In the example in Fig. 3, the period of Full Paging is four

times of the period of Fast Paging. Let Fr be cumulative

distribution function and ρ be mean of beam residence time.

If Fe is cumulative distribution function of excess of beam

residence time at time of Full Paging, derivation follows from

the analysis of excess of renewal process in [12],

Fe(t) =
1

ρ

∫ t

0

(1 − Fr(τ))dτ (1)

Also, we have probability density function fe(t),

fe(t) =
1

ρ
(1− Fr(t)) (2)

Let T1 be the period of Fast Paging cycle and T2 be the

period of Full Paging cycle. The period of Full Paging cycle

is a multiple of the period of Fast Paging, i.e., T2 = kT1,

where k ∈ N. The time between Full Paging and the last

Fast Paging which is before next Full Paging is T2−T1. The

arrivals of packet in this time may be paged by Fast Paging.

For the arrivals in the first Fast Paging cycle, let the probability

that UE will be paged by first Fast Paging cycle be Pfast,1.

The probability Pfast,1 is the sum of the probability that UE

remains in the same beam as Full Paging and UE moves to

beams in first Fast Paging. The probability that UE does not

change beam between Full Paging and the first Fast Paging is

1−Fe(T1). Let Nd be the number of beams in the cell and Cf

be the number of beams transmitted in Fast Paging. We assume

that if UE changes beam, it will change to any beams with

equal probability, which is consistent with the uniform angle

of departure measurement [13] and adopted in realistic beam

tracking millimeter wave simulator [14]. If UE changes beam

after Full Paging, the probability that UE moves to the beams

in first Fast Paging is
Cf

Nd
Fe(T1), and then the probability that

the first Fast Paging hits the UE is,

Pfast,1 = 1− Fe(T1) +
Cf

Nd

Fe(T1) (3)

To the best of our knowledge, there is no mathematical

distribution model for beam residence time. The assumption of

exponential residence time have been used for many paging

research and location management for simplicity [8] [9]. If

beam residence time is exponential distribution with mean ρ,

then we can derive (3) to be,

Pfast,1 = e−
T1

ρ +
Cf

Nd

(1− e−
T1

ρ ) (4)

If the first Fast Paging does not find the UE, then the

subsequent Fast Paging may find the UE with probability
Cf

Nd
Fe(T1). Since, the length of time between two Full Paging

cycle includes k − 1 Fast Paging cycle, we can derive the

probability that the arrival of packet in the first Fast Paging

cycle trigger Fast Paging hitting the UEs with probability as

the following,

Pfh,1 = 1− (1− Pfast,1)(1 −
Cf

Nd

Fe(T1))
k−2 (5)

By the same way, we can derive the probability that the

arrival of packet in the mth Fast Paging cycle trigger Fast

Paging hitting the UEs with probability as the following,

Pfh,m = 1− (1 − Pfast,m)(1 −
Cf

Nd

Fe(T1))
k−1−m (6)

where,

Pfast,m = 1− Fe(mT1) +
Cf

Nd

Fe(mT1) (7)

If beam residence time is exponential distribution with mean

ρ, then we can derive (7) to be,



Pfast,m = e−
mT1

ρ +
Cf

Nd

(1− e−
mT1

ρ ) (8)

Next, we assume the traffic arrival is Poisson process. By

Poisson arrivals see time averages (PASTA) [15], we can

obtain the probability that UE will be found in Fast Paging

by the arrivals in T2 − T1.

Pfast,hit =
1

k − 1

k−1
∑

m=1

Pfh,m (9)

If the gNB does not find the UE by Fast Paging before Full

Paging, the UE will be paged in Full Paging. This occurs

with the probability (1 − Pfh,m) for packet arrival in mth

Fast Paging cycle. If the packet arrives in first T2 − T1 and

the UE miss all Fast Paging, then the average delay of this

situation will be,

dfast =

∑k−1
m=1(1− Pfh,m)(k − 2m−1

2 )T1
∑k−1

m=1(1 − Pfh,m)
(10)

The average paging delay for Fast Paging is dfast which is

derived from summation of multiplying probability that UE is

found in mth Fast Paging cycle and the delay in mth Fast

Paging cycle. Note that the arrivals in last T1 before Full

Paging will not trigger Fast Paging. Then, the average paging

delay for a delay-sensitive UE is,

D =
T1

2k
+

k − 1

k
[Pfast,hitdfast + (1− Pfast,hit)dfast]

(11)

If the number of UEs present in the cell is n and the ratio of

delay-sensitive UEs is x, then the expected number of beams

need to page in Fast Paging is E
[

Cf

]

,

E
[

Cf

]

= Nd(1− (
Nd − 1

Nd

)xn) (12)

the total number of paging sweeping beams in one T2 = kT1

period per radio frame is,

C =
Nd + (k − 1)Cf

T2
(13)

Our goal is to minimize the paging sweeping beams per

radio frame and meet the delay-sensitive UE paging delay

requirement Db. That is to say,

minC =
Nd + (k − 1)Cf

T2
(14)

subject to D ≤ Db (15)

T2 = kT1 (16)

where k, T1, T2 ∈ N (17)

Because both T1 and T2 = kT1 are numbers of radio frames,

these numbers must be natural numbers. Note that although

increasing T1 can reduce paging sweeping beams per radio

frame, it also affects the probability of paging hit and can also

increase the paging delay. Proper choice of this parameters will

be discussed in the next section.

C. Period of Paging Cycle

Since the probability Pfast,m, which determines the con-

straint (15), follows nonlinear property, the optimization prob-

lem (14) is still an integer nonlinear programming problem

which is known as NP-hard. We solve this problem using

branch-and-bound way as following Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Find the period of paging cycle

Input: Delay constraint Db, shortest DRX cycle T1,min.

Output: The optimal period of fast paging cycle T ∗

1 , the

optimal period of full paging cycle T ∗

2 .

1: for k ← 2 to kmax do

2: D ← D(T1,min, k × T1,min) by Algorithm 2

3: if D > Db then

4: T2,max ← (k − 1)× T1,min

5: break

6: end if

7: end for

8: for T2 ← T2,max to 2× T1,min do

9: find T1List as all nonnegative divisors except 1 and T2

of an integer T2

10: sort the elements of T1List in descending order

11: for j ← 1 to length of T1List do

12: T1 ← T1List,j

13: D ← D(T1, T2) by Algorithm 2

14: if D ≤ Db then

15: C ←
Nd+(k−1)Cf

T2

16: if C < Cmin then

17: Cmin ← C
18: T ∗

1 ← T1

19: T ∗

2 ← T2

20: end if

21: break

22: end if

23: end for

24: end for

Algorithm 1 is presented as two parts. First, for loop from

line 1 to 7 calculates the maximum possible value of T2.

This works by the observation that the maximum feasible

value of T2 is a multiple of the minimum value of T1. Any

larger T2 as a multiple of larger T1 fails to meet the paging

delay constraint. The minimum value T1,min, which may be

provided by system information, is shortest DRX cycle of UEs.

Second, for loop from line 8 to 24 calculate the optimal

solution T ∗

1 , T
∗

2 of the problem (14). To be more specific,

any feasible solution will enter line 14 if to compare with

the current minimize number of paging sweeping beams per

frame. If new number of paging sweeping beams per frame

is smaller than the record, the optimal value and optimal

solution will update accordingly. Note that without explicitly



Algorithm 2 Calculate paging delay D(T1, T2)

Input: The period of paging cycle T1, T2.

Output: The paging delay D.

1: k ← T2/T1

2: Pfast,hit ← 0
3: for m← 1 to k − 1 do

4: Pfast,m ← 1− Fe(mT1) +
Cf

Nd
Fe(mT1)

5: Pfh,m ← 1− (1− Pfast,m)(1−
Cf

Nd
Fe(T1))

k−1−m

6: Pfast,hit ← Pfast,hit + Pfh,m

7: end for

8: Pfast,hit ← Pfast,hit/(k − 1)
9: calculate dfast, dfast

10: D ← T1

2k + k−1
k

[Pfast,hitdfast + (1− Pfast,hit)dfast]

initializing Cmin in Algorithm 1, Cmin is initialized as largest

number in implementation. Also, kmax can be set as the

largest integer in system. The break in line 21 works from

the observation that the objective function (13) increases with

k when T2 is fixed.

IV. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the results for paging delay

of a UE in INACTIVE state with the FTP traffic based on

3GPP [16] which is Poisson distribution with the average

packet arrival rate of 1 packet per 60 sec. The beam residence

time can be estimated by exponential moving average or other

estimation method. In Fig. 4, we validate the simulation result

by event trigger simulator and the mathematical results. The

error rate between event trigger simulation and mathematical

analysis is below 1%. Fig. 4 shows that the shorter the beam

residence time, the longer the paging delay because the short

beam residence time results in low fast paging hit probability

as formula (8) shown.
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Fig. 4. Effects of beam residence time on paging delay on varying period.

For numerical results in Fig 5, we assume sixteen beams

in a cell, and some delay-sensitive UEs randomly associates

with six beams, and mean of beam residence time ρ = 100

radio frames. The figure is ploted as the number of paging

sweeping beams per frame versus the constraint on paging

delay of delay-sensitive UEs. The optimal full paging cycle

and fast paging cycle is obtained from Algorithm 1. The

proposed paging mechanism outperforms total paging beam

sweeping which is similar the method in [5], especially in short

delay constraint. Because our proposed mechanism reduces the

paging sweeping beams in fast paging, gNB use fast paging

between full paging to easily meet the delay constraint. In con-

trast, although total paging beam sweeping can guarantee that

UE receives paging in each paging occasion, it also implies

that it needs to sweep all paging beams once within paging

delay constraint. Therefore, total paging beam sweeping cost

more paging beams under the same paging delay constraint.
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Fig. 5. Compare proposed paging mechanism with total paging beam
sweeping under the same paging delay constraint for delay-sensitive UEs

Also, Fig. 6 demonstrates the paging DRX cycles with the

same parameter setting in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 demonstrates the

period of fast paging cycle is longer than total beam sweeping

paging cycle. This implies UEs can wake up once with longer

DRX cycle and save more power. Therefore, the proposed

scheme also achieves better UE power-efficiency.

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we verify the performance of efficient beam

sweeping paging under realistic mmWave channel model [14]

and UE moving pattern is based on the random way-point

model [17]. The stopping duration of random way-point model

is uniformly distributed between 0 and 36 seconds. The UE

speed is uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 meter per

second. The simulation channel parameters are adopted from

3GPP technical report [18]. The gNB can beamform twenty-

four directional beams. The beam residence time is estimated

by exponential moving average. The delay constraint is 10
radio frames, i.e. 100 ms.

The average number of paging beams per frame for the

proposed paging mechanism varies when UE moves and beam

residence time changes in each iteration in Fig. 7. Since, UE

may change moving velocity or stop randomly at points, this
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Fig. 7. Proposed paging mechanism vs total paging beam sweeping under
the same paging delay constraint 100 ms for delay-sensitive UE in random
way-point mobility model and realistic mmWave propagation simulation.

can make estimated value of beam residence time vary in each

iteration. As the simulation is executed, the estimation value

of beam residence time keep updating in each iteration. In

contrast, the total paging beam sweeping can always page the

UE in spite of UE mobility because gNB page the UE using all

beams. Hence, the paging sweeping beams per frame is fixed

as Nd

Db
for total beam sweeping during simulation. The result

demonstrates that in spite of complicated UE mobility pattern,

the proposed efficient beam sweeping paging method can also

reduce large overhead comparing with total beam sweeping.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an efficient beam sweeping

paging mechanism to reduce paging sweeping beams. Also,

the DRX cycle of UE is able to be longer to achieve better

power-efficiency. We introduce Fast Paging between Full

Paging to efficiently page the delay-sensitive UE in inactive

state with RAN paging. We also design an algorithm to find

the optimal period of paging cycle with minimum paging

sweeping beams while meet the paging delay constraint. The

simulation results show that the number of paging sweeping

beams of proposed scheme is over 50% smaller than which

of another simple scheme. The implementation of proposed

scheme in real world testbed ramains as the future work.
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